
All images Â© Mattel, shared with permissionArtist Nina Chanel Abney revitalizes the classic game of UNO with her distinct fragmented figures and bold blocks of color in a new collaboration with Mattel. Straying from the
minimal, numbered cards, lively portraits and mirrored personas emblazon the transformed deck. Just like her larger body of work, Abney&#8217;s design is brimming with energy and captures the wildly chaotic
experience of modern life.I wanted the cards to have personality, Abney shares. UNO can be such an emotional game, I thought it would be fun to create cards that could speak for themselves and elicit even more of a
response from the players than they already are.Currently living in New York, the Chicago-born artist is just the third creator involved in the UNO Artiste Series, which launched in 2019 and previously featured the work of
Jean-Michel Basquiat and Keith Haring. In addition to the deck&#8217;s aesthetic transformation, Abney also altered the game&#8217;s tenets with the addition of a WILD NO. If someone plays either a Draw 2 or Wild
Draw 4 card on you, lay down this card to force them to have to draw the cards instead, the artist writes on Instagram.Abney&#8217;s deck just launched this week and is available for pre-order in Mattel&#8217;s shop.
As part of the collaboration, the toy company also will be making a donation to Pharrell Williams&#8217; Black Ambition, a nonprofit dedicated to supporting Black and Latinx entrepreneurs.&nbsp;All images Â© Justkids,
shared with permissionTucked into the verdant landscape of Martin Luther King Jr. Park in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, are two dramatically altered basketball courts primed for play. Commissioned by the women-led curators of
Justkids (previously) and OZ Art, the public project was conceived by London-based artist Lakwena, who transformed the outdoor spot into a lively area with her trademark typographic murals.Basketball jargon covers the
patterned court with an arched Make it rain demarcating the three-point lines. Creating under a larger theme of unity, Lakwena also referenced iconic poet Maya Angelou, who lived in the state throughout her life. Bury me
down / still I riseâ€• lines the perimeter of the court, with Lakwena&#8217;s title of the work, I&#8217;ll bring you flowers, spelled out on multi-color petals at the center circle.This community-centered project is the
artist&#8217;s second in Arkansas and follows a 2017 work at Sebastian Countyâ€™s Juvenile Detention Center in Fort Smith. Lakwena writes that I&#8217;ll bring you flowers is an extension of that piece as it looks at
growth and blessing in spite of adversity. She expands on the idea:I was really excited to work in a place with a largely Black demographic. It was nice to make an artwork for people that I have a connection to in that
respect, especially at what feels like a very significant time for the Black community. The piece is called â€œIâ€™ll bring you flowers. Flowers are often used as a way of greeting, paying respect and honor people, and I
wanted to honor the community in Pine Bluff.For more of Lakwena&#8217;s vibrant pieces, head to Instagram. Check out this opulent kintsugi court and another angular mural for similarly sports-centered
artworks.&nbsp;Image courtesy of University of Hertfordshireâ€™s Bayfordbury Observatory, shared with permissionEight years one month. That&#8217;s how long a beer can pinhole camera spent capturing this
solargraph at the University of Hertfordshireâ€™s Bayfordbury Observatory. Featuring 2,953 light trails of the sun&#8217;s movement, the image is thought to be the longest exposure photograph in existence, surpassing
Michael Weselyâ€™s record of four years eight months.Then an MFA student at the university, Regina Valkenborgh set up the camera in 2012 and subsequently forgot about it. This past September, principal technical
officer David Campbell discovered it still fastened to one of the observatory&#8217;s telescopes, alerting Valkenborgh about the finding. The photographer said in a statement:It was a stroke of luck that the picture was left
untouched, to be saved by David after all these years. I had tried this technique a couple of times at the Observatory before, but the photographs were often ruined by moisture and the photographic paper curled up. I
hadnâ€™t intended to capture an exposure for this length of time and to my surprise, it had survived. It could be one of, if not the, longest exposures in existence.PetaPixel created a handy guide for anyone interested in
trying a six-month pinhole camera. You also might enjoy this long-exposure image of the moon streaking across the sky. (via Kottke)All images Â© goober, shared with permissionThanks to their waxy coating,
gooberâ€™s nutty snacks are sure to stay freshâ€”that is, until they undergo a heavy round of coloring. Based in Seoul, the company manufactures crayons shaped like peanuts and in LEGO-like forms that can be
stacked into firetrucks and trees as easily as they can draw them. The brightly hued blocks are designed for mixing and matching, creating unique kaleidoscopic marks with every use.Shop goober&#8217;s products on its
site and follow its playful designs on Instagram. You also might enjoy these chunky, squiggly crayons by Retoolings. (via NOTCOT)&nbsp;Left: Up and Up (2019), acrylic on birch plywood construction, 43 Ã— 14 Ã— 4
1/2 inches. Right: Aviary (2019), acrylic on birch plywood construction, 42 1/2 Ã— 23 Ã— 4 inches. All images Â© Ron Isaacs, shared with permissionVintage clothing and nature collide in the trompe l&#8217;oeil works
of Ron Isaacs (previously). Autumn leaves flow from a pastel pocketbook, songbirds emerge from a dress seam, and branches extend the length of formalwear. Despite appearing as fully formed sculptures complete with
layered textiles and organic ephemera, the illusory works are constructed as reliefs with Finnish birch plywood that&#8217;s painted with matte acrylics.Isaacs&#8217;s oeuvre is poetic and deliberately evasive as the
Lexington-based artist renders vintage garments that represent an imagined figure. Whether appearing to be lying flat or slowly drifting to the floor, the slips and blouses evoke a vivid human presence, as well as their own
histories and mysteries, he says. Brush, withered leaves, and raw elements further enhance the lively qualities while drawing connections between people&#8217;s lives and nature.In a note to Colossal, Isaacs shares
how his art and experience intersect:My work evolves slowly, mostly as a matter of increased and prolonged stages of refinement, and perhaps of concept. The passage of time continues as an undercurrent to the work;
as I am now seventy-nine, I have to consider things like what constitutes a life-time supply of plywood and paintâ€”and that I have to make proverbial hay while the proverbial sun shines.Isaacs is represented by
Momentum Gallery in Asheville, North Carolina, and you can view more of his elegant works on Artsy.&nbsp;Calla, acrylic on birch plywood construction, 33 Ã— 57 Ã— 3 inchesPasserines, acrylic on birch plywood
construction, 23 Ã— 42 3/4 Ã— 6 inchesDetail of Aviary (2019), acrylic on birch plywood construction, 42 1/2 Ã— 23 Ã— 4 inchesIntertwine (2020), porcelain, 21 Ã— 16 Ã— 21 inches. All images Â© Zemer Peled,
shared with permissionFrom her Baltimore studio, Israeli artist Zemer Peled (previously) sculpts countless spikes and oblongs into densely textured artworks. Amorphous forms bristle with porcelain pieces of varying
shape and hue, mimicking organic elements like coral reefs and intertwined vines. Other sculptures depict oversized blooms with the firm, pointed edges of each shard directly contrasting the soft and fleshy petals found in
nature.Explore Peled&#8217;s available pieces in her shop and on Artsy, in addition to her line of cobalt tableware created in collaboration with the French porcelain manufacturer Bernardaud. You can follow her work and
find glimpses into her process on Instagram, and head to her site to see her recent coronavirus-themed pieces.&nbsp;Small Puaa PuaaMaldive Vibes (2018), porcelain, 72 x 36 x 36 inchesProtea 2 (2019), porcelain, 16
Ã— 10 Ã— 10 inchesPuaa Puaa 1Detail of Small Puaa PuaaDetail of Protea 2 (2019), porcelain, 16 Ã— 10 Ã— 10 inchesAfter the BloomAll images Â© Jumpei Mitsui, shared with permissionJapan-based artist Jumpei
Mitsui is one of just 21 LEGO Certified Professionals in the worldâ€”this means his full-time job is to create artworks with the plastic building blocksâ€”and is the youngest of the renowned group. He&#8217;s fulfilled this
title most recently with a sculptural recreation of Katsushika Hokusai&#8217;s The Great Wave off Kanagawa. During the course of 400 hours, Mitsui snapped together 50,000 cobalt and white LEGO into an undulating
wave that mimics the original woodblock print.To recreate this iconic work in three-dimensions, Mitsui studied videos of waves crashing and pored over academic papers on the topic. He then sketched a detailed model
before assembling the textured water, three boats, and Mount Fuji that span more than five feet.If you&#8217;re in Osaka, Mitsui&#8217;s wave is on view permanently at the Hankyu Brick Museum. Otherwise, find a
decade&#8217;s worth of the artist&#8217;s LEGO tutorials on YouTube, and follow his work on Twitter and Instagram.Â (via Spoon &amp; Tamago)&nbsp;ãƒ¬ã‚´ã•§ä½œã•£ã•Ÿã€Œå¯Œå¶½ä¸‰å••å…æ™¯
ç¥žå¥ˆå·•æ²–æµªè£•ã€•ã‚’å‹•ç”»ã•§æ’®ã•£ã•¦ã•¿ã•¾ã•—ã•Ÿã€‚çµµã•®ç™»å ´äººç‰©ã•®ç›®ç·šã•§æ¥½ã•—ã‚€ã•“ã•¨ã•Œã•§ã••ã•¾ã•™ã€‚ pic.twitter.com/V8TTIJ8l2Dâ€” ä¸‰äº•æ·³å¹³ / Jumpei Mitsui (@Jumpei_Mitsui)
December 12, 2020ï»¿ï»¿Since the 12th Century, Japanese artisans have been employing a construction technique that uses just one simple material: wood. Rather than utilize glue, nails, and other fasteners, the
traditional art of Japanese wood joinery notches slabs of timber so that the grooves lock together and form a sturdy structure. Yamanashi-based carpenter Dylan Iwakuni demonstrates this process in the endlessly
satisfying video above, which depicts multiple styles of the angular joints and how they&#8217;re slotted together with the tap of a mallet.As Iwakuni notes at the end, new joineries often are used in traditional architecture
to replace a damaged portion, maintaining the integrity of the original edifice. Structures built from natural materials and the knowledge and skills passed down generations, he says. Through the fine skills and knowledge,
Japanese Wooden Architecture has been standing for (thousands of) years.If you&#8217;re interested in trying your hand at the centuries-old artform, Iwakuni recommends reading The Complete Japanese Joinery and
Japanese Woodworking Tools: Their Tradition, Spirit and Use. He also offers a collection of tutorials and videos on his Instagram and YouTube. You might enjoy watching the creation of this kokeshi doll and the fine art of
Japanese marquetry, which uses razor-thin slices of mosaics, as well. (via The Kids Should See This)&nbsp;All images Â© Bellerby &amp; Co. Globemakers, shared with permissionPeter Bellerby (previously) ventured
into globemaking when searching for a gift for his father&#8217;s 80th birthday, an endeavor that spurred him to launch Bellerby &amp; Co. Today, the bespoke studio is known for its entirely handcrafted works, which
Bellerby discusses in a new interview supported by Colossal Members. Each globe is the product of multiple hands, passing between cartographers, skilled modelmakers, and painters, evidencing the painstaking process
and extraordinary precision the team prizes.While what weâ€™re doing is incredibly accurate and some of the best globes I would hope to imagine have been made in hundreds of years, itâ€™s still an art.Â You
canâ€™t just say, â€œthis is what it is, and by using this math formula, thatâ€™s how you solve the equation.â€• You donâ€™t solve the equation by using math. You solve it by your artistic ability.In this conversation
with managing editor Grace Ebert, Bellerby recounts starting a business with zero experience, shares his love for change and disruption, and discusses the endlessly fascinating world of globes.&nbsp;&nbsp;All images
Â© Enter Asia ProjectsThe rattan devotees over at Enter Projects Asia are back with a sweeping installation that swells through a Bangkok restaurant overlooking the Chao Priya River. Occupying the lounge of Spice
&amp; Barley, two 30-meter pillars ascend from the ground level before erupting into a mass of black-and-gold stripes.Patrick Keane, the director of the Thailand-based firm, told Dezeen that the team used 3
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